Biomimetic calcium phosphate coatings on Polyactive 1000/70/30.
Precalcification of Polyactive 1000/70/30 with a biomimetic calcium phosphate coating is expected to enhance the bioactivity of this biodegradable polymer for the application as bone filler or scaffold of bone tissue engineering. This study presents a 1-day one-step incubation method to obtain either amorphous or bone-like apatitic calcium phosphate coating on Polyactive 1000/70/30. Either dense plates or three-dimensional porous blocks of the polymer were incubated in a simplified but concentrated simulated body fluid-derived solution at 37 degrees C. By bubbling CO2 gas, a solution was prepared with calcium and phosphate ion concentrations five times of that of regular simulated body fluid. With controlled stirring, the CO2 was released out of the solution and exchanged by air. The pH of the solution increased to induce coating formation. Adjusting stirring rate and CO2/air exchange rate controlled the process kinetics. The reaction kinetics had little influence on the crystallographic structure of the final coating mineral for a given solution composition as shown by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. However, the interface structure between the coating and substrate was kinetics-dependent. A fast precipitation condition resulted in a uniform but superficial calcification pattern at the surface of polymer. A slow process by selecting either a slow stirring or a slow CO2/air exchange, on the contrary, induced a localized but deep inside calcification pattern. A tensile test showed no statistically significant difference in the mechanical properties among uncoated and coated polymers. The cracking behavior of coatings from different kinetics, however, exhibited different manners, as can be attributed to different interface structures and interfacial strengths.